Esys has a tire and wheel team of experts that are familiar with all aspects of the tire and wheel process. This gives Esys the knowledge and understanding of how the Tire Pressure Monitoring System fits in your overall tire and wheel manufacturing process.

Contact us today to find out how Esys can upgrade your TPMS system with an easy retrofit plan that fits into your existing TPMS footprint.

**TPMS Antenna Technology
Esys Automation – Tire Pressure Monitoring System**

**Is Your TPMS Antenna Technology Not Keeping Up with Stem Technology?**

✧ Esys offers on the fly LF output power adjustment while maintaining high quality signal, giving you the ability to handle many different stems with different wake up properties.

✧ Our antennas can detect RF characteristics that help reduce cross-talk between different stems.

**More Benefits**

✧ Esys Gen 2 TPMS includes a simplified user interface that allows for easy antenna parameter adjustments.

Contact us today to find out how Esys can upgrade your TPMS system with an easy retrofit plan that fits into your existing TPMS footprint.